
*Supervision by adult trained attendant is required at all 
time
The Operator/Attendant should point out and make all riders 
aware of the Rules posted on the game

The inflatable MUST BE securely anchored at all time

Entry into the inflatable device should be orderly and in a 
controlled manner

Riders should be of similar age range, height, and weight. 
Do not put older children or adults with younger children.

Persons with mental or physical impairment should not be 
allowed touse any of the inflatable devices.
NO: Riders under the age of 3 years old, or less than 42" tall 
without supervision of an adult

NO: Shoes, eyeglasses, jewelry, or other sharp objects

NO: Somersaults, diving, wrestling, rough play, or flips

NO: Food, drinks, gum, pets, or silly string

Do not jump onto or off of the ride

Use of whistles and signaling devices

The following checklist is to be performed together in the presence of the Owner/Operator 
and the Renter upon each installation and set up of each inflatable ride and game sold by A-
MAZING Jumpers. Failure to read, understand, and follow these rules could result in injury.

Pre Operation Inspection Checklist

Renter 
Initial Operator/Attendant Responsibilities

Comments/ 
Action 
Taken

Owner/ 
Rep. 

Initials



Keep patrons away from the blower at all time

DO NOT USE: Immediately deflate the inflatable if wind 
conditions exceed 15 MPH and or it rains.

For Riders with Climbs and Slides

Go down the slide feet first only, one rider per lane at one time

NO: climbing up the slide the wrong way
NO: jumping onto the slide area

Exit patrons in and orderly fashion away from the game

Turn off the blower and unplug from the outlet

Keep patrons and guests away from the inflatable

Call the appropriate emergency responders if necessary

Bounce House| Water Slide: 

I have been instructed in and understand the Operator/Attendant Responsibilities and the 
Emergency Procedures listed above.

Owner/ 
Rep. 

Initials

Comments/ 
Action 
Taken

Renter 
Initial Emergency Procedures

Renter Name & Signature:

Date:

Owner/Rep. Name & Signature:

Date:

In the unlikely event of a severe Weather Alert, Power Failure, 
or aMedical Emergency:


	CHECK LIST

